The inboard wheels provide easy moving from storage to field and allow the harrow to work right up to fence lines.

LTI A160 Terr-ator produces slits to break up compacted earth, increasing drainage and allowing air down to grassroots, significantly improving root strength and grass growth.

The 1.6m operating width includes 32 blades made from hardened steel. Up to 5 additional weights can be fitted which will improve penetration especially on dried ground.

LPH200 Pro-Harrow 2m operating width, providing 3 positions of action from mild to aggressive using Einbock™ spring tines. Perfect for regular harrowing of paddock and any grass areas, also artificial all-weather arenas and paddocks.

The 1.6m operating width includes 32 blades made from hardened steel. Up to 5 additional weights can be fitted which will improve penetration especially on dried ground.

LPN200 Pro-Narrow 2m operating width, providing 3 positions of action from mild to aggressive using Einbock™ spring tines. Perfect for regular harrowing of paddock and any grass areas, also artificial all-weather arenas and paddocks.

Easy to tow and maintain, using any suitable vehicle.
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BR150/180 Ballast Rollers 1.5m or 1.8m widths liquid filled to a maximum of 530kg or 640kg. Large 500mm diameter drum helps easy towing; also features long-life bearings and adjustable scraper. Ideal for levelling damaged or soft ground and preparing soil for re-seeding etc.

Easy to tow and maintain, using any suitable vehicle.
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1.2m wide with triple blades, cutting height from 20mm-175mm with quick and simple adjustment.

**TRM120 Rotary Mower**

Perfect for the regular topping of large paddocks as well as other grassland areas.

Logic mowers have powerful, reliable and fuel efficient engines to enable towing by any suitable vehicle — no tractor required.

**MFP120B16**

The MFP range includes 1.05m, 1.2m and 1.5m cutting widths with a very powerful 16hp engine and choice of wheels and blades to suit every situation. A full width anti-scalping roller is fitted to all models which prevents the blades hitting the ground minimising potential damage.

**MFP120B16R**

Wheels behind option to allow close cutting to walls and trees etc.

600lt trailed sprayer with booms of 6.0m or 8.0m. Engine driven diaphragm pump makes this a totally independent unit which can be towed behind any suitable vehicle, ideal for spot controlling weeds in fields, around fence lines and buildings.

**MFP120B16R**

85lt and 130lt options available, ideal for spreading all seeds and fertiliser.

**TS660**

120lt, 240lt and 380lt options available, perfect for fertilising and seeding paddocks.

**LDS Ground Drive Spreaders**

85lt and 130lt options available, ideal for spreading all seeds and fertiliser.

**EBC Broadcasters**

**MFP Flail Mower Range**

An extremely versatile product, equally at home in rough conditions such as roadside/take verges as well as general paddocks. Finely mulches all cut material which produces a great finish.

270lt tank with 3PL mounting for compact tractors. Boom, hose reel and hand lance options available.

**TPS300**

270lt capacity, other models include 44lt, 60lt for use with any suitable towing vehicle. Optional electric controls.

**TS400S**

60lt tank with hand lance and pump capacity for up to 2m boom. Ideal for spot controlling weeds in fields, around fence lines and buildings.

**OBS640S**

Ideal for a UTV or trailer. 4.5 or 9lt/min pumps available with many options of booms, hose reels and hand lance etc.

From 1.5m - 7.5m operating widths for economic large scale rush, bracken and general weed control.

**CTF Weed Wiper**

Sprayer and Spreader Ranges

Featuring trailed or mounted models, all with quality tanks and components.

Quad sprayer models from 60-135lt, with easy mounting and operation.

**TS400S**

60lt tank with hand lance and pump capacity for up to 2m boom. Ideal for spot controlling weeds in fields, around fence lines and buildings.

**TPS300**

60lt tank with hand lance and pump capacity for up to 2m boom. Ideal for spot controlling weeds in fields, around fence lines and buildings.

**OBS640S**

Ideal for a UTV or trailer. 4.5 or 9lt/min pumps available with many options of booms, hose reels and hand lance etc.

From 1.5m - 7.5m operating widths for economic large scale rush, bracken and general weed control.

**CTF Weed Wiper**

For further information and to see products working on video visit LogicToday.co.uk
MSP120W Pro-Sweep Horse Muck Collector. The 1.2m wide powered brush sweeps horse droppings into a 600lt hopper whilst driving over them at a working speed of approx 5mph. This one person operation cleans a grazing area 10 times faster than by hand or by vacuum systems with no stress or manual labour for the operator - just drive!

It has an operating width of 2.5m and with the perimeter plough open, will pull in material from the side boards. Once closed, will permit rapid levelling of the whole area. The over centre raise and lower lever enables easy transport to a storage area. As well as the ability to easily reverse into a corner to then level and grade the build up of material.

It features large, low ground pressure wheels, making it very easy to be towed behind any suitable vehicle.

Emptying of a full hopper is easy with the use of the geared winch. Other benefits of the Pro Sweep include collecting debris such as hay and acorns as well as grass cuttings from a lawn. Sweeping up around the yard, on roads and other surfaces makes tidying up less of a chore. It can be towed by any suitable vehicle and its wide wheels permit use on soft surfaces.

PG250 Pro-Grade Arena leveller is designed to work on a wide variety of surface types, from sand to sophisticated rubber-compound surfaces. It has an operating width of 2.5m and can be towed behind any suitable vehicle. The perimeter plough is adjustable to suit the surface.

Features a 5.5hp Honda engine, remote throttle and easy height adjustment.

It features large, low ground pressure wheels, making it very easy to be towed behind any suitable vehicle.

SLB620HM Trailed Bowser with mange watering kit. Features a 600lt tank with Honda water pump and discharge system to spread the contents in about 5 minutes to dampen down dust in arenas. It can also be used as a general bowser to fill water troughs, to water trees or generally to provide a useful facility to transport and discharge a large amount of water quickly.

For further information and to see products working on video visit LogicToday.co.uk

*Finance available from £104 per month*
SLB Liquid Bowser

VLB160 with 270lt or 600lt capacity. Very strong tanks with top filling ventilated cap, 50mm dia outlet hoses and ¼ turn taps. The 270lt model can be trailed, deck or 3pt linkage mounted.

LBT100 Trailer

for round bales up to 600kg with unique loading/unloading winch system designed for one person to load, transport and tip bales, without much effort. Wide wheels permit use in soft ground conditions.

UT215MR Power Brush

1.8m wide with electric lift and angle facility designed for use with UTVs.
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TST400 Trailer

1.5x1.0x0.38m a very handy, strong model with wide off road tyres. Ideal for general purpose work towed behind any suitable vehicle.

TGT400 Tipping Trailer

1.5x1.0x0.8m is ideal for stable muck, grass clippings, logs and many other loads. Features wide, low ground pressure wheels and the tailgate doubles as a loading ramp. This model is part of a huge range.

TST400 Tipping Trailer

1.5x1.0x0.5m low sided version gives easier access from the sides. Optional prop stands, jockey wheel and wheel guards are available.

LST400 Trailer

1.5x1.0x0.5m a very handy, strong model with wide off road tyres. Ideal for general purpose work towed behind any suitable vehicle.

Finance packages available - See website for details

*Finance is available on all Logic products in the brochure. Subject to minimum total order value of 5K, 20% deposit, full VAT payment, status and credit approval. See our website for full details. See sample costs on selected products.*